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Fortune Interviews Matthew Sanderson on What Trump
Should Do to Make His Business Trust More Trustworthy
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During an unusual interlude at the President-elect's combative press conference on January 11, Donald Trump
invited attorney Sheri Dillon to the podium. Dillon proceeded to outline a detailed series of safeguards aimed
at totally isolating the soon-to-be president from his business empire, ensuring that he doesn't personally
profit from any policies or decisions forged in the Oval Office.

The plan's pillar is a trust that has just been established, and now holds all of Trump's real estate properties, as
well as the cash proceeds from his stock and bond investments, all of which he says he has recently sold. But
as Dillon acknowledged, this is not a "blind trust," the classic vehicle that former presidents and other public
servants employ to divorce themselves from all decisions regarding their finances.

Nevertheless, the Trump team can add crucial safeguards that would mimic a blind trust that does have a
neutral party in charge. That's the view of Matthew T. Sanderson, an attorney at the Washington, D.C., firm
Caplin & Drysdale. Sanderson has served as outside counsel to a number of presidential candidates, including
Senators Rand Paul and John McCain, and former Texas governor Rick Perry. Among his specialties is advising
clients on financial disclosure and ethics issues.

Sanderson sees some good things in plan unveiled by Dillon. "This scenario is better than I expected," he told
Fortune. "The freeze on foreign deals is a good feature, for example." Sanderson argues that selling all of
Trump's assets is not just impractical, but would raise its own conflict problems since buyers might overpay to
curry favor with the new president.

Hence, he's advocating ways to make the trust that has been proposed a lot more trustworthy.

"Trump apparently didn't want to give up control of the Trump Organization to an independent figure he didn't
know," says Sanderson. The Trump team, however, pledges to name an "ethics adviser" working for the Trump
Organization with the authority to veto transactions that cross the line into conflicts of interest. "If the right
adviser is chosen, and his authority is strong and well-defined, the arrangement would more closely
approximate that of a blind trust, and remove a lot of the danger of future conflicts," notes Sanderson.

Here are what he sees as the requirements for the ethics adviser's resume and powers.

--The Trump team must choose a highly respected figure. "It should not be someone who's worked for the
Trump Organization for 25 years," he says. "I would not have confidence in anyone who's had business dealings
with Trump and might buckle under to the family interests." Instead, he recommends someone with "a sterling
reputation. A good choice would be a highly-respected former circuit court judge."

(Two potential choices favored by Fortune are Kenneth Feinberg, who most recently oversaw compensation to
executives following the TARP bailout, and Richard Breeden, former chairman of the SEC.)
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--The adviser's powers must be both broad and guaranteed. Dillon has stated that the adviser will have veto
power over any new deals. "But what range of transactions are included?" asks Sanderson. "Does it just applies
to new investments such as hotels or office buildings, or a reshuffling of partners in an existing investment, or
re-financings? All of those activities should be vetted and approved by the adviser."

--The adviser's job must be totally secure. Sanderson recommends that the trust ensure that the adviser
cannot be removed at any time while Trump serves as president. He further advocates that his or her job
protections, and the scope of the adviser's authority in approving the widest possible range of transactions, be
enshrined in the trust documents and the bylaws of the Trump Organization, and be made public.

Once again, ensuring that a highly respected figure, with total job security, must approve every decision would
go a long way towards allaying fears that the president or his sons can do anything to financially benefit from
the Trump presidency.

In fact, Sanderson would like Trump to go much farther, and guarantee that nothing that happens while he's
president, or after, can swell his personal wealth. "I'd like to see the new president simply take a fixed payment
every year from the trust that now owns his company, both while he's president and after he leaves office, so
that he doesn't benefit at all if its value of his businesses increases in the future," he says. That solution would
divorce Donald Trump from the real estate world forever, a fate he obviously could never tolerate. And it could
leave the suspicion that his kids are still using politics to enrich themselves.

For the full article, please visit Fortune’s website.

Excerpt taken from the article “This Is What Trump Should Do to Make His Business Trust More Trustworthy” by
Shawn Tully for Fortune.
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